
Considering the use of HF for UFO empowerment, I began to wonder if I could possibly understand it 
at all?

But then I realized, with only a little thinking, that I “get it”, perfectly. Ergo, HF is not the same as LF 
in as much as resonance nodes can change everything so much so as to flip polarity of the behavior of a
circuit first one way – and then into its opposite behavior – by causatively altering either the frequency 
or the self-induction of a simple step-up transformer or both.

Eric Dollard claims that a lightning bolt forms laterally to aggregate energy into its central column, not 
due to electricity moving upwards or downwards, but horizontally from a radius surrounding it. The 
area of the central column – where the lightning is undergoing formation – is the dielectric arena which
is gravitating a charge by way of attractive forces generated by electrostatics building up.

But this is not consistent with the evidence for how UFO's stay afloat if it were not for HF's and their 
resonance nodes affecting the outcome.

The story, which comes to mind, is that of Wilhelm Reich shortly before he was arrested. He was 
witnessing a cloud, which he was endeavoring to dissipate, when – to his surprise – the cloud was 
surrounding a UFO! When the cloud dissolved (due to the action at a distance of his cloud busting 
technology directed at this cloud), the UFO immediately fell to the ground. He rushed to the scene 
expecting to find alien survivors, if he was lucky, to lend them a hand and offer an apology for ruining 
their trip to Earth. To his shock, the army showed up and arrested him for it was one of “their own”.

If it is true that these clouds, formed by UFOs, generate a positive ionic area immediately surrounding 
them, and if this polarity of HV is required for their being aloft, then this runs against what Eric has 
described about the behavior of the dielectric of a capacitor unless I include HF resonance and then the 
picture changes in a dramatic way. Without this explanation, HV positive charges should attract objects 
towards the Earth's surface – not propel them, aloft – due to the Earth's charge being more negative and
the sky being more positive. Instead, at LF's, they should attract one another. This simple-minded 
expectation also explains why the atmosphere “clings” to the Earth much like static cling attaches 
Saran Wrap to a smooth object – such as plastic surfaces.

But UFO's are not simple devices. They alter “natural inclincations” of dielectric lines of force by 
altering the natural occurrence of LF by imposing artificially induced HF.

For it is HF which will alter the behavior of charges accumulating around a dielectric by either 
attracting or dispeling them based on the additional factor of what frequency is occuring? These 
resonance nodes control the rise and fall of such craft – even so much as to make their deep sea diving 
possible sufficient to overcome their buoyancy under water.
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